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Dan... and I say that a dancing dog is funnier than a cat playing the piano! Well, I don't agree! But unfortunately for subjects and verbs, in accordance with the rules of grammar, they have to agree. So here are three more ways to make sure your subjects and verbs always agree. Roll tape!1. Collective nouns with both a special and multiple. The government is debating a new law. The government is
debating a new law. Now the government is a collective noun that represents a group of people as police. But unlike the police, which is always plural, the government can be the only or multiple, depending on whether you mean: a group of people working together, i.e. they; or one unit, that. Here are a few more examples. Family, committee, crew, crew, jury, public It is also worth noting that in relative
reservation, we use who for the group and which is for the unit. For example: the Government, which is currently negotiating, is reviewing the law. The Government, which is currently negotiating, is reviewing the law. See the difference? 2: Number and amounts, portions and mathematics. 3 minutes perfect for tea. Now, despite the fact that 3 is multiple and minutes is a plural noun, this sentence uses a
special verb; and that's because in context, three minutes are considered one unit of time. This applies to quantities, distances, time periods, quantity, weights, etc. Three minutes is perfect. 100 is a state!24 hours is all I need.26 miles not yet! Be careful with expressions with ONE. Even if the noun is plural, we still use a single verb. It's easier to remember with something like: One of my friends has a
Ferrari. But much more difficult when you have a suggestion, for example: More than one of us is a secret undercover agent. But be careful with portions! The noun after out dictates the verb. For example. Half the cake was eaten. Half the cakes were eaten. Finally, when talking math a verb can be the only or plural, and the funny thing is that people often switch inconsistently, even in the same sentence.
So, for example: two and three is five. Two and three is five. Or two plus three is five. 3. Indefinite nouns. Finally, a quick note about vague nouns such as: someone, anywhere, nothing ... And others. They take special verbs. For example: Someone at the door! However, once you mention someone using someone, the pronoun we use to refer to the same person is they who occupy the plural of the verb;
and that's because we don't know if the person is him or she. For example: Someone at the door. They're knocking loud! Did you get it? Of course you got it! Now for more information, Enter the bbclearningenglish.com. I was Dan, you were fantastic. See you next time, okay? Hello? What do you mean Titanic was more romantic than Terminator 2? Are you mad? I cried at the end of Terminator 2! No, it
was a bit with the thumb... Topics and verbs must be agreed! Agreed! The agreement is one of the first things you learn in an English class: My friend is Japanese. My friends are Japanese. In this English lesson, you will learn a few more advanced cases of consent of subject verbs that confuse many students. Free download: 500 English phrases all/who - who - who - nobody / who - who - who - who -
nobody / nobody / nobody These items are all singular! Everyone has a problem. Everyone has a problem. I don't know if anyone is in the office right now. How do you react if someone gives you a compliment? No one likes a new English teacher. Club/team/family/army These items are also singular, although they speak of a group of people. My family visits me for the holidays. The basketball team has a
new coach. Note: In English, the family and team are often plural. Police usually, the police is multiple number: Police are investigating the murder. Police arrested three suspects. To talk about a separate police officer, we can say a police officer or a female police officer - or a gender-neutral term police officer. men/children/men/women/mice/legs These words are irregular plural nouns (nouns that are not
formed by adding -s) and they take the pluralistic form of verb: Our children are very well behaved. People are like the new president. Men usually don't like to shop for clothes. My legs are cold. Both/some of/many/multiple These words always take the pluralistic form of verb: Both my brothers are older than me. Some of these products have defects. Many of the houses in the area do not have garages.
Some of the students are not going to pass. Half/third/40%/some/most of these words may be single or plural depending on what follows them! Half of the students are from another country. Half the class is from another country. Some of these facts are wrong. Some of this information is incorrect. 40% of the population do not support the new law. 40% of the country's population does not support the new
law. Is the data the only or multiple number? There is a discussion about word data! Technically, the data is multiple (the only form is datum). However, in general use, people often refer to data as information - as an incalculable noun that takes a special form. Thus, both forms are correct: The data is accurate and the data is accurate. You can read more about the data debate here and here. Learn more
about this course Theme Verb Agreement This lesson focuses on an important area of English grammar. You will learn the rules of proper alignment of subject verbs. Beginning learning Here's a useful subject-verb agreement sheet to help teach students verb noun collocations and subject verb It's a simple one. Give each student a copy of the sheet. Students begin by comparing each verb on a sheet with
three nouns. After they compared verbs and nouns together, together, the practice of subject-verb agreement. They do this by writing a real simple sentence for each verb, using the pronoun of the subject and three nouns. When the students are finished, check the answers with the class. Here's an attractive subject-verb agreement game for students to play in class. Divide students into pairs. Give one
student a set of subject counters and another set of verb counters. The students then play a game of checkers using a subject-verb agreement. A multi-part or multiple object counter can only accept a verb counter, or vice versa if there is a substantive agreement between them. For example, a counter you can take a counter to ask but can't take the counter wants. When there is a subject-verb agreement,
the student makes a real tense sentence, using these two words before taking his opponent's counter. If a student manages to get their counter across the board, the counter becomes queen. The queen is free to move around the board one square at a time and has a subject-verb agreement with all the counters. When students have finished playing, give them a set of games 2 counters and students play
again using new subjects and verbs. As an extension, students can change counters and play more rounds. Here is a free subject-verb agreement of activity that offers extensive practice of third-person singular verb agreement in the present simple. Stick to two real simple texts (A and B) in different places on the wall outside the classroom. Texts about the daily lives of two people. Divide students into
pairs. One student is a reader and the other is a writer. Give the writers a copy of the sheet A. Writers read out the first gaping sentence to their reader, i.e. Her name... The reader runs to text A, reads the text to find the missing information to complete the sentence, remembers it, runs back and tells the writer. The author then completes the sentence using the correct third party agreement with a specific
verb subject. When the couple has completed all 12 sentences, check their answers. If the proposals are correct and use the appropriate subject-verb agreement, students change roles. Give the new writer a copy of Sheet B and a new reader uses text B to find information. The process is then repeated. The first pair of students to finish wins. In this fun subject-verb teaching agreement, students play Tic-
Tac-Toe games by filling out real simple sentences with the correct subject-verb agreement and correctly pronouncing verb forms. Give each pair of students a copy of the sheet. The first student selects a square and decides which verb in the box at the top of the sheet can be used to complete the sentence. The student writes a verb in the space provided, making sure that the subject agreement and True.
The student then reads the sentence aloud, correctly pronouncing the verb form. If a student does this successfully, they write their name on the square. Square. No, another student can steal a square by correcting a verb, spelling or pronunciation. This continues back and forth until one of the students gets three squares in a row. If no one manages to get three squares in a row, the student with the most
squares wins. When the students have finished the game, check their answers. If the verb object agreement and pronunciation are correct, they move on to the second game. The first pair, which will complete both games with the correct forms of verbs and pronunciation, is the winner. This printed thematic sheet helps students learn and practice subject-verb agreement with this simple, both written and
oral. Give each student a copy of the first sheet. After reading the introductory text about the subject-verb agreement is now simple, students fill a gap to fill in the text with the correct form of verbs in brackets about a girl named Francesca. Then divide the students into pairs (A and B) and give each student the appropriate sheet. The students then ask and answer questions about Francesca's neighbors
with their partner and complete the chart with the missing information. Next, students write simple suggestions about neighbors, using the information in the diagram and the correct agreement of the subject verb. In the last exercise, students write a suggestion to say which neighbor Francesca has the most to do with and why. Here's a subject-verb agreement activity sheet to help teach students to present
a tense subject-verb agreement in the first and third person. Give each student a copy of the sheet. Students begin by completing the current tense sentences with information about themselves, using the correct subject-verb agreement. Students are also creating two more current tense sentences of their own at the end. Students then paint a picture of what they look like. When the students are finished,
they write similar suggestions about their best friend, but this time they have to write real tense sentences, using a third person singular. Students also paint a picture of what their best friend looks like. Students then read their sentences in the classroom and show their photos. This dark verb agreement sheet is ideal for practicing or considering this simple subject matter agreement. Give each student a
copy of the sheet. Students begin by completing 20 current simple positive and negative sentences, as well as questions in the first, second and third person with the correct form of verbs in brackets. When the students are finished, check the answers with the class. Students then create their own modern simple sentences and questions using different pronouns and verbs of the subject. Then, in pairs,
students read to each other their suggestions and check for errors. In this complex subject-verb infusion game, students combine objects and verbs together to make the grammatically correct Give each group of four copies board, dice and counters. Players take it in turns to roll the dice and move their counter along the board. When a player lands on a square, he reads an object and two verbs on a
square. The player then tries to make an offer using the correct verb theme agreement. If a player manages to make a suitable offer, as other players agree, they stay on the square. If another student in the group believes that the offer is wrong, they challenge the player. If the agreement or suggestion of the verb theme is incorrect, the player returns to his previous area. The first player to reach the finish
line wins the game. Game. subject verb agreement intermediate exercises. subject verb agreement intermediate exercises pdf. subject verb agreement worksheets intermediate. subject verb agreement worksheets upper intermediate. subject verb agreement quiz intermediate. subject verb agreement exercises intermediate level. subject verb agreement practice intermediate
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